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Introduction 
During the CASA VLBI workshop at JIVE from 2-6 October 2017 several issues were 
uncovered in the functionality. This document describes the issues, ranks them according to 
the priority decided upon during the workshop, and lists the tasks to be done either by JIVE 
developers or at NRAO. The document has been merged with the document describing the 
missing AIPS functionality in the fringefit task. 

List of issues uncovered in CASA VLBI workshop 2-6 October 2017 
The issues have been divided into several classes.  

(A) Requests for additional tasks or functionality in CASA 
(B) Requests for additional functionality in the fringefit task 
(C) Errors and bugs fixes in the new VLBI tools 
(D) Fundamental CASA issues that need to be addressed within the CASA calibration 

framework. These can require fundamental changes, and discussion with the 
group working on the definition of Measurement Set version 3. 

 
Classes B and C will be handled by the developers in JIVE. Class D is for the NRAO CASA team 
to address. For class A we have to discuss where the main responsibility lies, sometimes this 
is outside the JIVE – NRAO collaboration, e.g. in the case of meta-data formatting. 
 
High priority issues 
The high priority issues are mainly missing critical functionality, producing notably wrong 
results, and software fails without a sensible error message. 

1. (C) Non-convergence of fringefit 
For multi-band delays using combine=’spw’, the delay and rate solutions do not 
represent a correct solution. The fit does not converge in 20 iterations, and changing 
the number of spw can have large impact on the solutions. Increasing to 200 
iterations does not fix the issue. The fit converges to a robust value, but applying the 
solution does not correct the phases. We need to revisit the convergence criterion 
and look into how the applycal step handles delay and rate corrections.  

2. (B,D) Reference frame  
Reconcile reference time and reference frequency in fringe fitting. This is being 
handled at NRAO but we have to ensure that fringefit includes this properly. 

3. (A) EOP corrections in CASA 
There is no task to correct EOPs in CASA and no place to store EOPs in MSv2. On the 
short term this can be solved by having a table outside the MS that has the 
corrections, and a script or task which handles them. On the longer term this should 
be accommodated by adding a record of the EOPs used during correlation in MSv3, 
and implement a CASA task that uses these to correct visibilities and UVWs. Note 
that FITS-IDI can only store a single set of EOPs unless the undocumented, VLBA-
specific, CALC table is used. 

4. (B,D) Orphaned visibilities in fringefit 
When a solution interval has exactly 1 visibility record, the rate is undefined and the 
solve fails with a SEVERE error. Instead it should capture the error and tell the user 
to set a more sensible value for solint. This issue is related to the solmin/solsub 
issue. When CASA is allowed to adjust the solution interval such that it evenly fits 
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into a scan length it should be solved. High priority: ensure that the solver doesn’t 
fail and ask user to provide a better solint. The longer term fix is a (D) issue. 

5. (B) Windowing the delay and rate search 
6. (A) Smoothing and editing solutions 

Users should be able to edit and smooth parameters in a caltable, independently. 
E.g. for the fringefit task the delays are always calculated on the same solint as the 
rates, while they are typically more stable. Smoothing the delays while keeping the 
rates unchanged is desired. 

7. (B) Reference antenna 
The refant parameter accepts a list (in analogy to the AIPS ‘search’ parameter),  but 
fringefit may not handle this properly. 

8. (D) Re-referencing 
Re-referencing of solutions: uniform reference being considered. This implies that 
the original refant can be non-zero when it rejoins the observations. This is not yet 
implemented in CASA. 

9. (D) Flagging data close to missing scans  
When data is missing for a particular scan for one antenna (for example Jb skipping 
some phase calibrator scans), CASA fills calibration tables with flagged values. 
Applycal will see the flagged solution in the table and flag the target data close to 
the missing solution. This could also affect missing Tsys values. This ties in with the 
subarraying problem discussed above. 
This issue is also seen when running fringefit multiple times on different scans to 
obtain solutions for all antennas in the array. 

10. (D) Weighting of visibility data 
When normalizing data to fringe fit on the phases only, it is an open question how 
the weights should be adjusted to correspond. The AIPS model (I think) is to not 
rescale the weights, and the current Casa code does the same. A more principled 
approach might be to divide the weights by the square of the scaling factor for 
amplitudes. It is an open question if this should be done per spectral channel or once 
per spectral window. It is even more open whether this would be a suitable 
replacement for the EVN-preferred use of the square-root of weights option in AIPS. 
This issue is combined with the request to have a re-weighting option in fringefit.  

11. (B) Gain curve handling  
An AIPS and CASA comparison analysis was performed on bright calibrator DA193 
observed with 8 VLBA antennas using the suggested amplitude calibration scheme 
described above.  Analysis stopped just short of imaging with a comparison of 
calibrated visibilities.  Generally the amplitudes agree fairly well, with some minor 
variations (and with CASA showing less scatter!).  However, the two analyses 
differed in absolute scale by 20% with AIPS values larger.  The issue is being 
investigated  by Walter Brisken? with gain curves suspected to be the problem.   

12. (B) Memory allocation 
Avoid crash of fringefit  when block size exceeds memory for GSL (LOFAR issue). 

13. (B,D) Sensible SNR values for refant 
The refant SNR in fringefit is by default set to 10^6. It should be set to a reasonable 
value to ensure that plotting the SNR as a diagnostic in plotcal shows the actual 
values of the other antennas on a sensible scale. 
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Medium priority issues 
1. (B) Memory allocation 

For LOFAR data, there can be large data volumes in a single solution interval, causing 
CASA to crash. Instead of crashing it should tell users what data size to use.   

2. (A) TEC correction 
Function for TEC corrections is present in CASA and code inspection reveals no 
reasons why it should not work for VLBI. This needs to be verified. 

3. (A) Decorrelation correction.  
When a fringe occurs close to the edge of the spectral band, the amplitude is lower 
due to decorrelation. The effect depends on the cumulative delay (and rate!) that 
are applied to the data along with correlation parameters (such as spectral and time 
resolution).  The effect is baseline-dependent. This may only affect few datasets. 

4. (B) Include soure model 
Populating the MODEL_DATA column changes the behavior of fringefit, which 
implies that the model is used in the fit. It should be verified if this is done correct. 
This includes three steps: 

a. Include source model in fringe fitting 
b. Getting a proper source model 
c. Using the MODEL_DATA column in the process 

5. (B) Re-weighting visibilities 
Re-weighting of the visibility weights can help with finding fringes on baselines with 
low SNR data (AIPS weightit parameter in FRING) 

6. (A) Opacity correction 
The correction for opacity can be included in the gain curve or not. What is the 
proper way to do this, what is the standard? This is crucial for high frequency data. 
(AIPS APCAL task with DOFIT=1) 

7. (D) Flexible solution intervals 
Solution interval settings solsub and solmin in AIPS are not present in CASA. The 
same holds for adjusting the solution interval slightly, such that an integer number of 
solint will fit exactly in the scan timerange.  

8. (A) Adjust Tsys calibration table 
After importing the meta-data into CASA, the Tsys calibration table is difficult to 
change. Potentially the CASA task gencal can make a new Tsys calibration table 
which is then applied to the data, but doesn’t handle time dependent quantities yet. 
Original append_tsys from Mark can append the column directly to the MS, needs a 
bit of work, but can be shared.  

9. (A) Meta-data support 
FITS-IDI supports including the gain curve, but MS does not (yet). Only VLBA provides 
gain curves inside FITS-IDI, and also flags and weather tables. Support for this in 
importfitsidi would be useful. Gain curves are not supported in the MS, but an 
appropriate gain curve could be produced (weather is already done). 

10. (D) Bandpass Doppler effects 
Account for Doppler effects in bandpass calibration, i.e., resample GEOCENTRIC B 
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solutions (at time of bandpass scan) to TOPO, and implement time-dep registration 
to GEOCENTER upon apply.  

11. (A) Phase-cal tone correction 
At the moment CASA has no infrastructure for handling phase-cal tones. Algorithm 
and data structures needed (MSv3 will help here). 

12. (D) Labeling polarizations 
In case of single polarization, particularly LCP, CASA recognize the data only as RCP. 
We need to ensure that the PA is properly handled when some stations have only 
one polarizations. It is a labeling issue, and a fix is low priority.  

13. (A) Support single and double precision SU tables in importfitsidi 
The FITS-IDI source (SU) tables produced by difx2fits have in the past used double 
precision FREQOFF column.  The standard shows this should be single precision.  In 
one example data set (called JIVE1.FITS) the table with double precision values 
causes importfitsidi to fail (though other datasets with double precision values do 
work).  I modified difx2fits to use single precision and this allowed the file to load 
without problem.  For use with archival data it is fairly important that either single or 
double precision be supported for this column. 

14. (C) Verify solutions between AIPS and CASA 
Less fringe solutions were found compared to AIPS when the source is relatively 
weak. Could this be related to failed solutions in CASA due to the solint setting 
(orphaned visbilities)? 

 
New issues since 5 Oct 16:00 

1. Be able to plot the gain corrections from a gain curve table (generated from the 
gencal task with galtype='gc'). Michael 

2. New issue: opt out from LSQ step and only produce baseline solutions 
3. Scalar bandpass task together with the option to let the complex bandpass solve for 

phase only. For an accurate amplitude calibration. Michael 
4. Have a combine='spw' option for bandpass solnorm. Michael 

 
Low priority issues 

1. (A) Meta data support 
Certain external users of VLBA antennas (GMVA) use metadata in a VLBA-specific log 
file format instead of ANTAB files. AIPS has a task VLOG to reformat these log files 
into files that can be used by the ANTAB, APCAL, UVFLG and PCLOD tasks. There is no 
support for parsing these files in the append_tsys.py script. Note that this isn’t an 
issue for normal VLBA observations as the relevant meta-data is included in the FITS-
IDI files for those.  
 A recent test shows that AIPS VLOG task doesn’t properly parse these files. 

2. (A) Gain curve handling 
If setting lower and upper bounds for gain curve, what happens when the telescope 
actually observes outside these limits?  

3. (D) Pointing direction 
Geometry-dependent calibration (parallactic angle, gaincurve, opacity, etc.) should 
use POINTING table direction, not FIELD.DIRECTION. 

4. (D) Parallactic angle correction and mount type 
If the mount table is listed properly in the MS, CASA should handle the parallactic 
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angle correction properly. Currently it handles a range of mount types, including 
Nasmyth, but not XY. LOFAR data has mount type XY which is not correct, this needs 
to be handled by LOFAR observatory. Talk to the LOFAR observatory (Michiel 
Brentjens) about a fix. 

5. (D) Antenna positions 
The Geocentric coordinates of antennas in the listobs are somewhat different with 
those used at the correlator. Would it affect fringe-fitting results? What’s the current 
ITRF epoch? 2008, 2014?  Verify if listobs is geocentric or geodetic, there are small 
differences between those, probably geocentric. Most tasks don’t care about this, 
unless uvw are recalculated. Using fixuvw is questionable for VLBI anyway as CASA 
doesn’t fully implement  the model used by CALC. 

6. (note) Calibration memo 
Several years back Craig Walker wrote a memo evaluating and reconsidering the 
methods used to result in proper amplitude scaling at the end of the calibration 
process.  It is written in memo: 
http://library.nrao.edu/public/memos/vlba/sci/VLBAS_37.pdf .  It turns out that 
CASA has all the ingredients necessary to implement this.  In particular, the accor 
task allows application of calibration and selection of channels.  I believe no action is 
needed on behalf of CASA developers, but eventually documentation on performing 
the steps highlighted in Craig’s memo would be good to have for CASA as well.  The 
scheme is general and should be applicable to all interferometers using Tsys and 
gains as the primary amplitude scaling.  Walter 

7. (A) Feed table warning 
For the VLBA data, a warning appears: “time dependent feed table encountered - 
not correctly handled  - continuing anyway”. This is caused by the feed being listed 
twice in DiFX correlated data, warning can be ignored unless the data actually has 
time dependent feeds. Should be fixed in current DiFX? 

8. (A) Sub-array management 
Keeping track of subarrays in CASA within the MS: no general solution for this at the 
moment (low priority) 

9. (A) Scan numbering 
Numbering of scans could come from the vex-file, but the vex has scan names, not 
numbers. It also includes non-science scans, which are not necessarily part of the 
data in the final MS (low priority) 

10. (D) Applycal seg faults 
Applycal with gainfield=’nearest’ causes seg fault when applied to gain curve table 
Walter will a make JIRA ticket. 

11. (B) Fringefit logger 
The logger for fringefit could show the time stamp that is currently being processed. 
This is solved in the latest branch. There will be a better output from fringefit in the 
long run. 

 
Issues to verify 

1. Simulated EHT 230 GHz simulation (3 minutes, 1 spw, 32 channels): not sure if this is 
a plotting, solving, or applycal issue, but following a single band delay solve, the 
phase vs frequency plots have most phases centred on zero, while other baselines 
are centred on +- 180 degrees (see below plot examples here and here) Ilse 
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comments I have seen this before: this occurs when you have simulated an MS with 
linear based polarizations and set parang=True in the CASA calibration. Setting 
parang=False fixed it for me.  
More digging around to be done here: PA correction should do nothing, but seems 
to be doing something. Move to issues. 

2. Plotting solutions can help for diagnostics: plotcal in CASA version 4 should handle 
this for phase, delay and rate. A more robust solution is required (solved 
temporarily).  

3. Very minor one, the antenna “Diam.” in the listobs is wrong. Maybe stick to 25.0m ? 
Taehyun Solution: Provide diameters in the FITS-IDI file. This isn’t actually used 
anywhere in the code AFAIK Mark.  I suggest not defaulting and only populating if 
the FITS-IDI file actually contains tabulated antenna diameters.  The loader should 
probably not provide any warnings based on this -Walter. Low priority request at 
DiFX meeting. 

4. The uv-fits output is no longer recognized by Difmap Michael - I cannot reproduce 
this anymore. Probably a mistake then  

5. success/fail solutions message of fringe fit would be helpful Taehyun    
 
Solved issues 

1. Report SNR of peak from fft stage of fringe-fitter. (solved) 
2. I got following error message when I ran bandpass calibration.  

…..  
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=5) 
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=4) 
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=3) 
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=2) 
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=1) 
Insufficient unflagged antennas to proceed with this solve. 
  (time=2017/05/24/08:10:15.4 field=1 spw=3 chan=0) 
 
I guess it’s due to the lack of number of antenna (I’m testing the KVN data with three 
antennas) to solve the solutions. By the way, the bandpass calibration should work for the 
small number of antennas, e.g. less than 4. Taehyun  Comment by Ilse: I’ve noticed that the 
bandpass task reports fits for flagged data as well. (solved) 

3. Importfitsidi should set frequency frame correctly (usually GEOCENTRIC) for VLBI 
Dirk, Ivan (solved) 

4. Scripts very sensitive to python version: use the CASA version Python 
5. Order of keys in ANTAB file can cause append_tsys to fail: related to item 14 (should 

be fixed now) 
6. Skip antennas that are not in the data: if the ANTAB table has an extra antenna the 

append_tsys fails (should be fixed now) 



 

7. Is it necessary to attached Tsys to each FITS-IDI file separately: need to provide all 
FITS-IDI files with the script, but it attaches the meta-data only to the first file 
(solved) 

8. Handling of subarrays in importfitsidi can be improved (solved) 
 

Minimal set of AIPS parameters in fringefit 
Data selection: for selectdata and docallib we can use the standard CASA framework, which 
has a broad set of parameters to allow for data selection and a-priori calibration to be 
applied. Note that in CASA setting docallib = False implies that a-priori calibration is applied. 
This is opposite to the use of parameters DOCAL/DOBAND in AIPS. All basic control 
parameters are implemented through the CASA framework, except for verbosity level. 
 
Required in near future 
Several parameters are implemented in the current version, or part of the issues listed 
above. 

Zero rates Implemented 
Source model See above 
Delay window See above 
Rate window See above 
Combine IFs Implemented 
Search function for refant In CASA, verify in fringefit 
Handle subarrays See above 
Set minimum # antenna APARM(1) (should always be 3) 
BL combo’s needed DPARM(1) 
Select uvrange for full weight See above 
Set weight outside UVRANGE See above 

 
Longer term future 
General control parameters 
Combining the polarizations and IFs in different ways to boost signal to noise. The dispersive 
delay option will be implemented separately. Combining IFs is possible (CASA combine = 
‘spw’ is the equivalent of AIPS APARM(5)=1), but combining in halves or smaller fractions is 
not implemented. Is averaging in frequency or averaging polarization also possible 
(APARM(4)=1 or APARM(3)=1)? 
 
Delay control parameters 
The correlator integration time is automatically assigned in AIPS and should be part of the 
CASA framework as well. Investigate if this is true 
 
A-priori smoothing 
Is this ever used in FRING? 
SMOOTH     *all 0                  Smoothing function. See 
                                   HELP SMOOTH for details. 
  



 

Appendix A: Original AIPS adverbs for task FRING 
                                   Input uv data. 
INNAME     ' '                        UV file name (name) 
INCLASS    ' '                        UV file name (class) 
INSEQ         0                       UV file name (seq. #) 
INDISK        0                       UV file disk drive # 
                                   Data selection (multisource): 
CALSOUR    *all ' '                Calibrator sources 
QUAL         -1                    Calibrator qualifier -1=>all 
CALCODE    ' '                     Calibrator code '    '=>all 
SELBAND      -1                    Bandwidth to select (kHz) 
SELFREQ      -1                    Frequency to select (MHz) 
FREQID       -1                    Freq. ID to select. 
TIMERANG   *all 0                  Time range to use. 
BCHAN         1                    Lowest channel number 0=>all 
ECHAN         0                    Highest channel number 
CHINC         1                    Spectral channel increment 
                                   (data are averaged) 
ANTENNAS   *all 0                  Antennas to select. 0=all 
DOFIT      *all 0                  Subset of ANTENNAS list 
                                   for which solns are desired. 
SUBARRAY      0                    Subarray, 0=>all 
UVRANGE       0           0        Range of uv distance for full 
                                   weight 
WTUV          0                    Weight outside UVRANGE 0=0. 
WEIGHTIT      0                    Modify data weights function 
                                   Cal. info for input: 
DOCALIB      -1                    > 0 calibrate data & weights 
                                   > 99 do NOT calibrate weights 
GAINUSE       0                    CL table to apply. 
DOPOL        -1                    If >0 correct polarization. 
PDVER         0                    PD table to apply (DOPOL>0) 
BLVER        -1                    BL table to apply. 
FLAGVER       0                    Flag table version 
DOBAND       -1                    If >0 apply bandpass cal. 
                                   Method used depends on value 
                                   of DOBAND (see HELP file). 
BPVER        -1                    Bandpass table version 
SMOOTH     *all 0                  Smoothing function. See 
                                   HELP SMOOTH for details. 
                                   CLEAN map (optional) 
IN2NAME    ' '                        Cleaned map name (name) 
IN2CLASS   ' '                        Cleaned map name (class) 
IN2SEQ        0                       Cleaned map name (seq. #) 
IN2DISK       0                       Cleaned map disk unit # 
INVERS        0                    CC file version #. 
NCOMP      *all 0                  # comps to use for model. 
                                   1 value per field 
FLUX          0                    Lowest CC component used. 
NMAPS         0                    No. Clean map files 
CMETHOD    ' '                     Modeling method: 
                                   'DFT','GRID','    ' 
CMODEL     ' '                     Model type: 'COMP','IMAG' 
                                   'SUBI' (see HELP re images) 
SMODEL     *all 0                  Source model, 1=flux,2=x,3=y 
                                   See HELP SMODEL for models. 
                                   Output uv data file. 
DOAPPLY       0                       >= 0 write output 
OUTNAME    ' '                        UV file name (name) 
OUTCLASS   ' '                        UV file name (class) 
OUTSEQ        0                       UV file name (seq. #) 
OUTDISK       1                       UV file disk drive # 



 

                                   Solution control adverbs: 
REFANT        0                    Reference antenna 
SEARCH     *all 0                  Prioritized reference antenna 
                                   list - supplements REFANT 
                                   - but only if APARM(9)>0 
SOLINT        0                    Solution interval (min) 
                                   0 => 10 min 
SOLSUB        0                    Solution subinterval 
SOLMIN        0                    Min solution interval 
APARM      *all 0                  General parameters 
                                      1=min. no. antennas 
                                      2 > 0 => data divided 
                                      3 > 0 => avg. RR,LL 
                                      4 > 0 => avg. freq. in IFs 
                                      5 = 1 => combine all IFs 
                                        = 2 => also MB delay 
                                        = 3 => combine IFs in 
                                               halves 
                                        = 4 => combine IFs in 
                                               thirds 
                                        = N => combines IFs in 
                                               N-1 pieces 
                                        SEE HELP WARNING 
                                      6=print level, 1=some 
                                      7=SNR cutoff (0=>5) 
                                      8=max. ant. # (no AN) 
                                      9 > 0 => do exhaustive 
                                               baseline search 
                                     10 > 0 -> fit dispersion 
                                        and MB delay after fit 
                                        of SB delays (all IFs) 
DPARM      *all 0                  Delay-rate parameters 
                                      1=no. bl combo. (def=3) 
                                      2=delay win (nsec), if <0 
                                        no delay search done 
                                      3=rate win (mHz) 
                                      4=int. time (sec) 
                                       0 => min. found in data 
                                      5 >0 => don't do ls. soln 
                                      6 >0 => don't avg. in freq 
                                      7 >0 => don't rereference 
                                        phase 
                                      8 > 0 => activate zero'ing 
                                                options 
                                      9 > 0 => do not fit rate 
SNVER         0                    Output SN table, 0=>new table 
ANTWT      *all 0                  Ant. weights (0=>1.0) 
BIF           0                    First IF included when 
                                   APARM(5) > 0 
EIF           0                    Last IF included when 
                                   APARM(5) > 0 
BADDISK    *all 0                  Disk no. not to use for scratch files 
 


